We prove the null controllability of a linearized Korteweg-de Vries equation with a Dirichlet control on the left boundary. Instead of considering classical methods, i.e. Carleman estimates, moment method etc., we use a backstepping approach which is a method usually used to handle stabilization problems.
Introduction
We consider the null controllability of the following linearized KdV control system,      u t (t, x) + u xxx (t, x) + u x (t, x) = 0 in (0, +∞) × (0, L), u(t, L) = u x (t, L) = 0 on (0, +∞), u(t, 0) = κ(t) on (0, +∞), (1.1) where κ(t) ∈ R is a scalar control. In [55] Rosier introduced the KdV system with a right boundary Neumann control. One surprisingly finds that controllability depends on the length of the interval, which never happens for the linear finite-dimensional system. More precisely, the system is controllable if and only if L / ∈ N := 2π
This model has been studied for years, in both controllability [7, 8, 10, 15, 17, 55, 57] and stabilization [13, 21, 24, 54, 61] . Concerning the system studied in this paper, we use the left boundary Dirichlet control. For system (1.1), Rosier (see [56] ) proved that controllability does not depend on the length of the interval. This system was then further studied in [9, 33] . When we study the well-posedness of the control system by using the classical Lions-Magenes method (see [43] ), a H 1/3 regularity on the control (with respect to time) is required. Such a problem appears for many boundary control systems, the heat equation and the Burgers equation for example. However, since most control problems are based on evolution models, Sobolev Remark 1. Let us recall that the exact controllability of (1.1) fails, which is proved in [56] .
Remark 2. We study in detail the well-posedness of the system. The approach and tools introduced for this study do not rely on precise structures. In particular the control is not given by a stationary feedback law (compare to [9] ) and no maximum principle is used (compare to [23] ). Hence, the well-posedness arguments, as well as a priori estimates, and procedure could easily be adapted to many other partial differential equations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a preliminary part including the wellposedness of the systems and the rapid stabilization obtained in [9] . In Section 3, we design the control and provide some estimates which will lead to the null controllability. In Section 4, we prove the null controllability. We put some further comments in Section 5. It ends with Appendix A (Proposition 1): the proof of the uniqueness of the solution to the kernel equation, which is essential to this paper.
Preliminary

Well-posedness of the control system
We start with the non-homogeneous linear Cauchy problem
on (0, L),
2)
The uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy problem (2.1)-(2.5) is straightforward, one can get details from the book by Coron [15] . For the existence of the solution, in [3] , Bona, Sun, and Zhang proved the following result.
, then the Cauchy problem (2.1) has one and only one solution. This solution is in
2.2 Rapid stabilization of (1.1)
We recall some results given in [9] . Given a positive parameter λ > 1, we consider the following equations in the triangle
and
(2.10)
In [9] , it is noted that both (2.9) and (2.10) have solutions in C 3 (T ). These solutions are further studied in Section 3, where we provide some estimates on k C 0 (T ) with respect to λ. Actually, the solutions of equation (2.9) and of (2.10) satisfy the following conditions 12) respectively. The Properties (2.11) and (2.12) can be checked as follows: we perform the change of variables, 13) and define G(s, t) := k(x, y). (2.14)
Then equation (2.9) of k becomes the following equation of G,
where
From (2.15), one easily gets
Hence, G tt (s, 0) = G tt (2L, 0). In order to calculate G tt (2L, 0), one observes from (2.15) that
Direct calculations show that
which concludes (2.11). The proof of (2.12) is similar. Now, let us define a continuous transformation
Moreover, its inverse is given by (let us denote by Π
That is because k(x, y) and l(x, y) are related by the formula
Actually, one can definel
Hence one only needs to prove l =l to get (2.21). Direct calculations show thatl satisfies 
(2.24)
Regarding to the Cauchy problem (2.24), we have the following proposition (hence l =l), whose proof is given in Appendix A. Remark 3. This proposition is important to this paper. In the following section we construct precisely a solution to equation (2.9)(and of (2.10) respectively), the proof of Theorem 1 relies on some estimates of this solution. Proposition 1 ensures the solution that we construct satisfies (2.21) (hence (2.20)).
We find that by using the transformation Π λ , the solution of (1.1) with control
is mapped to a solution of the system
For system (2.26), one can easily obtain exponential decay of the solution
Hence the solution of (1.1) with feedback law (2.25) satisfies
From now on, we simply denote Π
to simplify the notations.
Well-posedness of system (2.26)
For a positive parameter λ > 0, we consider the following linear operator
Similarly, for the case where λ = 0 (see [15, page 38-43] ), the following properties also hold. 
Furthermore, for every initial data ω 0 ∈ D(A λ ), system (2.26) has one and only one solution
. This solution also satisfies
By standard approximation arguments, it follows that when 
Control design
Inspired by the work of Coron and Nguyen in [23] , we construct a piecewise control such that on each piece, the solution of (1.1) can be transformed to a solution of (2.26). More precisely, we select {λ n } n∈N , increasing positive numbers that tends to infinity, (3.1)
{t n } n∈N , increasing numbers with t 0 = 0 that tends to T as n tends to infinity. Then, for t n < t t n+1 , we successively define
where S λn is the semigroup given in Section 2.3. One has the following lemma, whose proof is given at the end of this section.
is a solution of (2.1) with T 1 = t n , T 2 = t n+1 ,h = 0, and κ(t) given by (3.5).
Let us define
s 0 := 0 and s n :=
thanks to (3.4) and (2.28), we get
Hence, if we have a good estimation on k λ , it will be possible to get u(t) → 0 when t tends to T . Actually, we have the following estimates.
Lemma 3. Let λ > 2, then (2.9) has a unique solution k λ ∈ C 3 (T ) (respectively (2.10) has a unique solution l λ ∈ C 3 (T )). Those solutions also satisfy
Proof of Lemma 3. The existence of solution to (2.9) is given in [9] . The uniqueness of the solution is proved in Appendix A. Here we focus on the C 0 norm estimate (3.9). Take the following change of variable,
and define
Then we transform (2.9) into an integral equation of G(s, t) (see formula (21) in [9] ),
We use a successive approximation to give a solution of the equation (3.12). Thanks to Proposition 1, this solution is the unique solution of (3.12). Let us take
For instance,
But unfortunately, we can not perform such explicit calculation by hand each time. We try to estimate G n (s, t) from another way.
Let P be the space of polynomials of one variable on R. We define operator T by
Equality (3.16) shows that (3.17) is well defined. In fact
where g T (s, t) and h T (t) are given by
Observe that, if
As for g T (s, t), notice that if g(s) = s m with m 3, then
This inspires us to separate T into the following 6 linear operators {T i } 1 i 6 from P ⊗ P to P ⊗ P.
when 0 m 2, (3.25) 
, when m 0, (3.28)
Since T i is linear, we easily find that
From (3.17)-(3.29), we know that
Hence,
By (3.13), we get For any n ∈ N * , for any a = (a(1), a(2), ..., a(n)) ∈ A n , we define the operator
We define additionally A := {a 0 } and T a 0 := Id (identity operator on P). Hence for any n ∈ N, we have
Now we use mathematical induction to conclude the following lemma.
Lemma 4. For every λ > 2, for every n ∈ N and for every a ∈ A n , T a I and T a J are of the form s l h(t). They also satisfy
Proof of Lemma 4. When n = 0, one can check that Lemma 4 holds. Let us suppose that Lemma 4 holds when n = k 0. Then we can check in the rest of the proof that Lemma 4 holds when n = k + 1.
For any n 1, and for any a := (a(1), a(2), ..., a(n + 1)) ∈ A n+1 , let us define (a) := (a(1), a(2), ..., a(n)). Hence for any a := (a(1), a(2), ..., a(k + 1)) ∈ A k+1 , we have
From the assumption, we know that
If T (a) I = 0, then we conclude the proof.
If T (a) I = s l h(t), then we know from (3.37) that
Let us first consider T 1 . We know that T 1 (s l h(t)) = 0 if l 2. Therefore, it suffices to prove the case when l 3. From (3.20)-(3.22), (3.24) , and (3.42), we know that
Notice that T 1 (s l h(t)) can be written as s 0 g(t). Thus, it can be seen from (3.43) that (3.37) is satisfied. By using the same procedure, we can check that
47)
Hence, we complete the proof.
By the same idea of partition and Lemma 4, we can further obtain the following estimate.
Lemma 5. For every λ > 2, for every n ∈ N, and for every a ∈ A n , T a I and T a J are of the form s l h(t). They also satisfy
Remark 5. One can get similar estimates for C 2 -norm or even C n -norm. However, since in this paper we do not need to use such estimates, this part is omitted. Actually, C 2 -norm estimates can be obtained directly by Lemma 4 (as the way of getting Lemma 5), but the C nnorm (with n ≥ 3) is more complicated. Furthermore, it can be seen from [39] that for the heat equation the kernel is analytic in the triangle. It is of interest to know if the kernel we obtained in this article is also analytic.
We come back to the estimate (3.36). From Lemma 4, we know that, for every n ∈ N, for every a ∈ A n , for every m ∈ N, and for t ∈ [0, L] we have
These together with (3.36) imply that
The same approach shows that the series
We define 55) which is the solution of (3.12) (see [9, page 1691]). First, we estimate |G| from (3.52), (3.53), and (3.55):
It only remains to prove that G(s, t) ∈ C 3 (T 0 ). Actually, from (3.53) and (3.54) we know that it suffices to prove G tt , G tts , G ttt ∈ C 0 (T 0 ). We know from (2.15) that G tts ∈ C 0 (T 0 ). As for G tt and G ttt , thanks to (3.12), we get
t).
The above formulas together with (3.53)- (3.54) give the continuity of G tt and of G ttt . Hence we complete the proof of Lemma 3.
Remark 6. As we can see from [23, 39] for the heat equation, the L ∞ -norm of the kernel k λ is of the form e C √ λ . One may naturally ask if the sharp estimate on the L ∞ -norm of kernel k λ is of the form e C 3 √ λ for the KdV case, as KdV is of order 3. However, we do not know how to get such estimates.
At last, it remains to give the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. It is equivalent to prove the following statement: We only need to prove the case where u 0 ∈ Π −1 λ D(A λ ), since standard approximation methods then lead to the general case of (S). From Section 2.3, we know that 58) which shows that κ(t) ∈ C 0 ([0, s]). Direct calculations, based on (2.10), show that (similar to page 1690 in [9] )
. From (3.59)-(3.62) and (2.10), we know that
which show that u satisfies Definition 1.
Remark 7.
In fact, by using (2.9) and the hidden inequality (2.35), we can also prove that κ(t) ∈ H 1 (0, s) with its norm controlled by u 0 L 2 (0,L) .
Null controllability
Finally, we are able to prove the null controllability (Theorem 1) by constructing a piecewise continuous bounded control. The construction is explained in Section 3. Thanks to Lemma 2 and (3.1)-(3.8), we only need to find good sequences {λ n } n∈N and {t n } n∈N such that:
and that u(t)| 0 t T is a solution of (2.1) withh = 0, κ(t) given by (3.5). 
where Lemma 3 is used. Hence it suffices to select {λ n } n∈N and {t n } n∈N such that
Inspired by the choices given by Coron and Nguyen in [23, Proposition 1], we select t n := T − 1/n 2 and λ n := 2n 8 . One easily verifies that (4.7) holds, which completes the proof.
Remark 8.
To deal with the heat equations (by using backstepping approach), one needs to study the wave equation instead, which is already well investigated. In this article, we study the KdV system which has an order of 3. Hence the kernel system (see (A.1)) becomes a third order"wave-like" equation. For this reason, we encountered some difficulties: Lemma 3 for estimation and Proposition 1 for uniqueness. We believe that the Coron-Nguyen method, as well as the techniques introduced in this paper, could be used for other systems whose order is greater than 3. As we know, the backstepping method is well used on the rapid stablization problem of first-order hyperbolic systems (see [38] ). Unfortunately, as they are of order one, we are not sure if some good estimates could be obtained for the null controllability or even the finite time stabilization. However, looking for [25, 37, 42] , this might be possible for quasilinear hyperbolic systems.
Further comments
The above procedure has the following advantages.
• The null controllability is precisely obtained by an explicit piecewise continuous (actually piecewise H 1 ) bounded control instead of some unknown
By simple change of variables,x = L − x andỹ = L − y, it suffices to prove that the solution
is 0. As (A.2) is similar to the wave equation, it is natural to consider eigenfunctions of the operator (with respect to y variable),
If the eigenfunctions, {ϕ n (y)} n , form a Riesz basis of L 2 (0, L), then the Fourier series decomposition h(x, y) = n φ n (x) · ϕ n (y) (A.6) easily infers the uniqueness required. Unfortunately, this operator is a non-self-adjoint operator and eigenfunctions do not form a Riesz basis, see [53] . Another idea is to investigate the completeness of eigenfunctions, {ψ(y) n } n , of the adjoint operator A * y ,
Actually, suppose that {ψ n (y)} n is an eigenfunction of the adjoint operator A * y , then from (A.2) as well as the boundary conditions of h and ψ one can deduce that
(A.10)
Combine (A.10) with the fact that 0) is 0. However, we don't know the completeness of the eigenfunctions {ψ n (y)} n .
More generally, one could consider eigenfunctionals or even generalized eigenfunctions, following Gel'fand and the coauthors [30, 31] . More precisely, in the non-self-adjoint cases it is not always possible to expand a function as the sum of eigenfunctions. In order to avoid this problem, one uses different generalisations of eigenfunctions. For example, the generalisation introduced by Fokas, augmented eigenfunctions, which is itself a generalisation of Gel'fand's eigenfunctions (allow the appearance of remainder functionals). This generalisation turns out to be a powerful tool to investigate the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP). One can find an almost complete investigation from the papers [46, 47, 59] . In general, let Φ be a function space defined on the closure of a real interval I with sufficient smoothness and decay conditions, L be a linear operator defined on Φ. Let γ be an oriented contour in C, and let E = {E λ : λ ∈ γ} be a family of functionals (imagine as a family of eigenfunction when γ is only defined on a discrete set). Then the corresponding remainder functionals R λ ∈ Φ with respect to eigenvalues λ is
One is interested in the cases in which one of the following two conditions is satisfied,
where (A.14) (resp. (A.15)) is called the type I (resp. type II) condition of augmented eigenfunctions of L up to the integration along γ.
As we can see above, the study of augmented eigenfunctions involves complicated asymptotic calculations. In Fokas' work this method is only used to study the evolution equations based on a good transform pair, which does not seem to be a good (easy) option to our problem (A.2). Instead of augmented eigenfunctions, Locker [47] also considered the generalized eigenspace E G given by 
Remark 9. When β = 0, it does not seem to be known whether generalized eigenfunction space E G is complete in L 2 (0, L). This is one of the reasons that much more complicated augmented eigenfunctions are introduced (the other reasons are about the regularities and some more general boundary conditions). Actually, this case can be regarded as a limit of the cases when the coupling constant β approaches 0. In fact, in [47] Locker only considered the operator Lf := f xxx . One can easily verify with the same proof that the same result holds when there is an additional f x in the operator.
In order to solve our problem, we use another kind of generalized eigenfunctions, which is more general than E G but is less general than augmented eigenfunctions, namely eigenfunctions and associated functions (e.a.f.). The definition of e.a.f., which is defined on equations with λ as parameter, is rather complicated. One can see [51, chapter 1] and [52] for precise description on this subject.
With eigenfunctions and associated functions, Shkalikov in [58] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The eigenfunctions and associated functions of the boundary-value problem generated by an ordinary differential equation with separated boundary conditions
, where p i (x) are arbitrary summable functions, and l > n − l > 0.
Applying Theorem 3 to our case (linearised KdV), we get 
(A.30)
By using the the fact that Hence the proof of Proposition 1 is completed.
Remark 10. For the y-variable, we only used 3 boundary conditions in the proof to deduce the uniqueness of the solution h: h(x, L) = h y (x, L) = h(x, 0) = 0. This is natural, since once we consider 4 boundary conditions (for a third order differential operator), the eigenfunctions could never become a basis. We may also wonder, if we can get the uniqueness of h by using the other 3 boundary conditions in y-variable: h(x, L) = h y (x, L) = h yy (x, L) = 0? Unfortunately, Theorem 3 can not be applied for these 3 boundary conditions: we observe from (A. 19 ) and (A.20) that there should be boundary conditions on both side. Hence, it is difficult to get the uniqueness of h by using the Carleman estimate, see [1, Chapter 4] , [6] and [35] , though the Carleman estimate is a standard way to solve the unique continuation problem.
